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1 lntrod uction 

Let F be a field of characteristic 0. Let f(x) E F［叫 bea polynomial of degree n and 
aぃ•.．， CYn be roots of f(x). Then the automorphism group Aut (F(a1, ・ ・ ・,知）/F)over 
F is said to be the Galois gmup of f(x) which is denoted by Galp(!). According to 
Galois Theory, an algebraic equation f(x) = 0 is solvable if and only if the Galois group 
of f(x) is algebraically solvable. We set n := {a1, • • •, an}, Then Galp(!) < S0. In 
particular, if f (x) is irreducible, Galp(!) acts transitively on n. Let us give the following 
two examples: 

(1) The case where f(x) =丑 -2,

(i) Ga匂(f)竺 Sふ

(ii) S3 is solvable, and 

(iii) f(x) = 0 is algebraically solvable. 

(2) The case where f(x) = x5 -6x + 3, 

(i) Ga匂(f)竺 S恥

(ii) S5 is not solvable, and 

(iii) f (x) = 0 is not algebraically solvable. 

In general, it is hard to get the Galois gourp of a polynomial and just as hard to 

determine the solvability of the Galois group. A lot of precedent studies have found 
the algorithms to determine a Galois group. We also discovered the way to decide the 

solvability of the Galois group. The purpose of this note is to state the relationship 
between the solvability of irreducible polynomials and orbit graphs. 

2 Preliminaries 

In this section, we present some fundamental definitios and properties of graphs and 
groups. First, we would like to emphasize that the graphs we will be dealing with are 
directed graphs. A directed graph consists of a finite set of vertices V (IS) and a set of edges 
A(IS) consisting of ordered pairs of vertices. Remark that V(IS) is not an emptyset. If 

(vぃ四） EA(IS), then we often write叫→四． Anon-paired directed graph is the directed 
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graph such that (v2，町）(/_A(QJ) for all (vぃ砂） EA(QJ). On the other hand, a paired 
directed graph is the directed graph such that (v2，町） EA(QJ) for all (v1，巧） EA(QJ). A 
diagonal graph is the directed graph such that A(QJ) = D := {(v,v) Iv E V(QJ)}. 

Let QJ = (V(QJ), A(QJ)) be a directed graph. Let a E V(QJ). We set△(a) = {b E 
V(QJ) I (a, b) E A(QJ)} and i5(a) = {b E V(QJ) I (b, a) E A(QJ)}. Then 

deg (a) :=|△(a)I + li5(a)I 

is called the degree of a. Moreover Q5 is said to be regular when any vertex has the same 

degree. Let Q5 = (V(R), A(R)) be a directed graph. Let a, b（c/c a) EV(R). A sequence 

a。€直1叫2 ・ ・ ・ ek吐 (a。=a,ak = b,ら：＝（ai-1,ai) or (ai, ai-1) EA(R)) 

is called a path joining a and b. Both a and b are connected when there is a path joining 

a and b. ~~mark that a E _V(R)_ i~- self-connecte~ with a. A graph Q5 = (V(R), A(R)) is 
connected if every two vertices of Q5 are connected. 

Let O be a finite set. Given a permutation group G on 0, then (G, 0) becomes an 
action by研：＝ a(x),and XUT := T(a(x)) for X E n, a, T E G. Reversely, given a 
permutation group action (G, 0), then G becomes a permutation group on Oby a(x) := 
xu, and T(a(x)) := xuT for x E 0, a, T E G. Consequently, a permutation group G on 
0 has one to one correspondence with a permutation group action (G, 0). Hence, we 
identify a permutation group G on O with a permutation group action (G, 0). An action 
is said to be transitive if there is only one orbit. We say a permutation group G on O is 
transitive when a permutation group action (G,切istransitive. Hereafter we also denote 
a permutation group G on O by (G, 0). Furthermore (G, 0) is said to be a 2-transitive 
permutation group if G acts transitively on the subset of O x O consisting of the 2-tuples 
all of whose entries are distinct. 

Let (G, n) be a transitive permutation group. For a E G, we consider a map 

0 : 9 x Q → D x D ; (a, b) f---→(a, b)" := (a", b"). 

Therefore (G, D x D) is a permutation group. Let△be a G-orbit of D x D. A graph 
（Q，△） is called a orbit graph of the G-orbt△.Note that (D，△） is a non-paired directed 
regular graph or a paired directed regular graph. It is also verified that the degree of 

(D，△） is 
2|△| 
IDI. 

Example 2.1 Let D = { a1, a2心3,a4}and G =〈（a1a2 a3 aり〉竺 C4くふ(Notethat 
the symbol H < G means that His a subgroup of G). Then there are four G-orbits on 
D x D as follows: 

Q x Q △1 II△2ll△3ll△4 

△1 := D 

ふ：＝ ｛（a1, a2), (a2,叩），（a3心4),(a4, a1)} 

ふ：＝ ｛（a1，叩），（a2,a4), (a3, a1), (a4, a砂｝

ふ：＝ ｛（a1, a4), (a2, a1), (a3心2),(a4，因）｝
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C} C} a2-a3  a2 a3 a2 ( a 3  

Figure 1: (D,△，） (Form left i = 1 i = 2 i = 3 i = 4) 
''''  

Example 2.2 Let n = {a1,a2,a3,a4} and G = S4. Then there are two G-orbits on 
n X n as follows: 

n x n =△1 IIふ

ふ：＝ D 

ふ：＝ （nx切＼D

Ol 04  

゜゚

a1 (）  a4 

X 
a2 (）  a3 

Figure 2: (S1,△』 (From left, i = 1, i = 2) 

The next proposition is the key of this note. 

Proposition 2.3 Let (G, 0) be a transitive permutation group. Let△be a G-orbit of 
[2 x 0. Then the following is equivalent: 

(1) (G,O) is primitive, and 

(2) Each orbit graph (0,△,) （i = 2, 3, • • •, T) is connected. 

Let (G, 0) be a transitive permutation group. A subset△C [2 is called a non-primitive 

block of (G, 0) if 
ぷ ＝ △or△(Tn△ =0 (Va-E G). 

Clearly, [2 and△=  ｛a}(= one point set) are non-primitive blocks of (G, 0). Each of 
them is called a t'rivial non-pTimitive block. When (G, 0) has only trivial non-primitive 
blocks, we say (G, [2) is pTimitive. In case not so, (G, [2) is said to be non-primitive. 

In particular, if [2 is a finite set with prime number elements, then (G, 0) is primitive. 

Moreover (G, 0) is primitive if and only if伍 isam訟 imalsubgroup of G (¥:Ix E 0), 
where Gx is the isotrnpy gmup at x. In印ouptheory, this is also called the stablizeT at x. 
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We will show two easy examples. 

Example 2.4 Let D = { a1, a2心 3四｝， a := (a1 a2 a3 a4), G =〈a〉竺 C4,and 

△ :＝ ｛m，叩｝<:;;;D. Then 

(i)ぷ＝｛叩，a炉｝ ＝ ｛匹叩｝ ⇒ 凶＝ △ 

(ii)凶＝｛叩，叩｝ ＝ ｛a2, a4} ⇒ ゞ n△ = 0 

(iii)ぶ 2= {a1"2'a祁2}= {aふ m}⇒ △"2 =△ 

(iv)△’3 = ｛a『,a3び3}= { a4, a2} ====}△’3 n△ = 0 

By (i), (ii), (iii), (i ii), (iii), (iv), (G,切isa non-primitive permutation group. 

Example 2.5 Let D = {a1, a2心 3,a4} and G = S4, we have叫＝〈（ajak az), (aj位）〉全
品 (VaiE D), where ai E D¥ { ai, ak, az}. Si 叫位， az}.Since Ga; contains an odd permutaion, it follows 

that Ga, /:-A4. Hence (G, D) i is a primitive permutation group. 

Now, we want to state the solvability of irreducible polynomials and its relation to 

orbit graphs. Let F be a field of characteristic 0. Let f(x) E F[x] be a irreducible 

polynomial of degree 6 and D be the set of roots of f(x). Let G be a Galois group of 

f(x). Let ふ（＝ D), ふ，•．．，△r を D x D be G-orbits of D x D. Then the following are 

equivalent: 

(1) G is solvable, 

(2) f(x) is algebraically solvable, 

(3) (G, D) i is a non-primitive permutation group, and 

(4)ョiE {2 , r} s.t. (D,△i) is a non-connected graph. 

We can see that the solvability of an irreducible polynomial has one to one correspon-

dence with the connectivity of the orbit graph. However, this is very rare. In general, it 

does not hold for the degree of composition number. 

Let p be a prime. Let lFP be a field with p elements. We put 

AGL(l，応）＝ ｛ （a ~ b 2a ~ b : : : pa: b) I a E恥＼｛O},b E lFP} 

Let q be a prime power. Gい(lFq)is known as a group of linear transformations of a 

vector space of dimension dover lFq. Its subgroup consisting of matrices of determinant 1 

is denoted by SLd(lFq)-Moreover PGL応） isthe factor group by the center of G L応）
and PSLd(lFq) is the image of Sら(lFq)in PGい(lF砂

Let G(＜名） bea transitive permutation groups. Then it is well known that G is one 

of the following group. A solvable group is a group satisfying the following (2). 

(1) G = SP or Aか

(2)沿 ESP s.t. G < i7―1AGL(l,lF証，
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(3) G ~ PSL2(IF11), 

(4) G竺 M11or M23, and 

d 

(5) PSい(lF砂<G<  Prい(IFq) s.t. p = 
qa -l 

q-l 
, d 2". 2, q=匹（lis prime number). 

Here Prい(IFq)[>PGい(IFq) and Pr Ld(IF q) I PGい（恥）竺 Cm.

Note that M11 (resp.M叫 isa subgroup of S11 (resp.S23) which is called the Mathieu group 
of degree ll(resp.23). These are a kind of sporadic simple groups. 

3 Main Results 

Let n be a finite set with prime elements. Let (G, D) is a transitive permutation group. 
Letふ(=D)，ふ，...，△rbe G-orbits of S1 x D. Then (D,△』 (2<::'.: i <::'.: r) is a connected 
graph. Our results are proved by using GAP adequately. 

Theorem 3.1 Let p('?. 5) be a prime. Let n := {a:1, p , ap}-Let (G, D) is a transitive 
permutation group. Letふ(=D)，ふ，・・・ ，△r be G-orbits of D x D. Then we have 

(1) G = S11 or A11⇒ r = 2 and (D,ふ） isa paired directed regular graph of degree 

2(p -1). 

(2)ヨ(JESPs.t. Gく (J―1AGL(l, lFP)(J， 
(i) IGI is odd, then (D,△;) (2さi<::'.: r) is a non-paired directed regular graph of 

d 
2IGI 

egree 1n1 ・ 
(ii) IGI is even, then (n,△i) (2 <::'.: i <::'.: r) is a paired directed regular graph of degree 
2IGI 

1n1 ・ 
In particular, if G =(J―1AGL(l,lFp)(J,it means that r = 2 and (n,ふ） isa paired 
directed regular graph of degree 2(p -1). 

(3) G竺 PSL2(lF11)⇒ r= 2 and (D，ふ） isa paired directed regular graph of degree 
2(p -1). 

(4) G竺 Muor M23⇒ r = 2 and (n，ふ） isa paired directed regular graph of degree 
2(p -1). 

qd -l 
(5) PSL応）＜ G< PrLd(lFq) s.t. p = ~ ==} r = 2 and (D,ふ） isa paired 

q-l 
directed regular graph of degree 2(p -1). 

Let n := {a:1,.. ・, a:n} (n EN). Let (G, n) i is a 2-transitive permutation group and 

n':= { {a;,①} |i,j(-=J i) E {l ,n}}. For(JE G, we consider a map 

(J ：n'→ D'; {a,b}← {a, b}". 
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Then (G, D') is a transitive permutation group. For a E G, a map 

a : D'x D'-----+ D'x D'; ({ ai巧｝，｛位叫） ←→ ({ai巧｝，｛位，叩｝）6

is a bijection. Hence (G, D'x D') is a permutation group. Let~'be a G-orbit of D'x D'. 

Immediately, we get an orbit graph (D'，凶）． Remarkthat D'(=｛（｛四叫，｛四叫） 1 

{ai巧｝ E叫） isa G-orbit of D'x D'. Since (G立） isa transitive permutation group, it 
is either primitive or non-primitive. 

Theorem 3.2 Let p be a prime(~ 5). Let D := {a:1, ・ ・ ・, ap} and D':= {{ai, aj} I i,j(ヂ
i) E {1, ・ ・ ・, p} }. Let (G, D) is a transitive permutation group.. Le凶(=D'),...，凶 be
G-orbits of D'x D'. Then 

(1) G = sr1 or As,⇒ （立△/)(i = 2 , t) is connected. 

(2)ョaE Sp s.t. G = a―1AGL(l,lF証．
⇒ ヨiE {2, ・ ・ ・, t} s.t. (D',凶） isdisconnected. 

(3) G竺 PSL2(lF11)⇒ （江凶） （i=2 , t) is connected. 

(4) G竺 Mnor M23⇒ (Q'ぷ） （i=2 , t) is connected. 

(5) (i) PSら（恥） ＜G<PfL忍） s.t.p = ~□f (= q+l)⇒ (O'，凶） （i = 2, ・ ・ ・, t) 

is connected. 

(5) (ii) G竺 PSい(lFq) s.t. p = t__ 
qa -1 

q) s.t. p = ~'d ~ 3⇒ ョiE {2, ・ ・ ・, t} s.t. （江△/)is 
q-1 

disconnected. 

By Galois Thery, we get the following. 

qd -1 
Theorem 3.3 Let q be a prime power. Let p be a prime (2 5) such that pヂ (d2 

q-1 
3). Let F be a field of characteristic 0. Let f(x) E F[x] be a irreducible polynomial 
of degree p and n be the set of roots of f(x). Let G be the Galois group of f(x). Let 
△1'(= D'), ・ ・ ・，△t'be G-orbits of O'x O'. Then the following are equivalent: 

(1) f(x) is not algebraically solvable, and 

(2) There are only two G-orbits of n x n such that (n,△2) is the paried directed 

complete graph and (0'，△/) (2 ~ i ~ t) is connected.. 

qd -1 
Theorem 3.3 holds for p = 5. If 5 = ~ (d 2 3), then 5(q -1)＝が一 1{ =⇒ 

q-1 
5q -qd = 4⇔ q(5 -qd-I) = 4. Since q is a prime power, so that q = 2, 4. The case 

where q = 2, we just have 5 = 2d -1, and so 2d = 6, a contradiction. In the case of q = 4 
as well, then 15 = 4d -1, so 4d = 16 -¢=⇒d = 2. This is also a contradiction because 
d 2 3. Remark that F20竺 AGL(l,IF5),where F20 is a Frobenuis group of order 20. 
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Figure 3: Hasse diagram of transitive permutation groups of degree 5 
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